Bringing Limitless Mercy
Across the World

"

The Mercy Without Limits family is excited to be reaching
out to all our beloved members this time of year. There are
so many programs that we are actively working on, and
upcoming causes that you will have the first opportunity to
contribute towards.
It is a very busy and blessed time of year, and with the
growth and success we are seeing, we are eternally
grateful. What we achieve, we could not do without you. Our
supporters are humanitarians, and together we continue to
work to make the world a better place.

Let us touch the dying, the
poor, the lonely and the
unwanted according to the
graces we have received and
let us not be ashamed or
slow to do the humble work.
- Mother Teresa.
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INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY
Our team at Mercy Without Limits is celebrating women
worldwide this month in honor of International Women’s Day.
We appreciate all of the females in our family of donors, staff,
and volunteers who make our success possible. Women have
been a pillar of strength and shown patience and perseverance
under unimaginable pressure in this modern era, and throughout
history.

We are honored to share the
beautiful inspiration that some of
the most influential females have
provided the global community
across generations.

"You may not always have a
comfortable life and you will not
always be able to solve all of the
world's problems at once but don't
ever underestimate the importance
you can have because history has
shown us that courage can be
contagious and hope can take on a
life of its own."

- Michelle Obama

Empowering the

Silently Strong

“You gain strength, courage, and
confidence by every experience in
which you really stop to look fear in
the face. You are able to say to
yourself, ‘I lived through this horror. I
can take the next thing that comes
along.’ You must do the thing you
think you cannot do.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt

OUR WIDOW INITIATIVE
In the month of March, in line with celebrating strong females
everywhere, Mercy Without Limits launched our Widow
Initiative, shining a light on the struggles of these silently
powerful women; and offering donors the opportunity to be a
part of our efforts to enable their independence. Single
mothers are renowned for their resilience, and in many places
all they need to aspire and achieve is opportunity. By
supplying them with food and access to vocational education,
we’ve been able to equip these motivational mothers with the
skills they need to succeed in their efforts to attain selfsustainability.

Any form of academia is appreciated by these withstanding women.

MWL provides widows opportunities to cultivate their talents
and tries to help them find work or become businesswomen.
We provide them with literacy courses, language courses and
computer training courses; along with training in sewing, food
production, soap production and hairdressing. We are thrilled
to participate in giving these wonderful women a chance to
achieve independence and provide for their children as single
mothers.

Impressive embroidery at the hands of hard-working women.

Creative genius was on display with these outstanding outfits.

Discovering superb sewing skills inspires everyone.

They continue to realize their hidden talents and reach
their impressive potential.

Mother’s Day
In line with Mother’s Day in the Middle East,
Mercy Without Limits hosted a festive event to
show our appreciation for widows in our care.

Widows and displaced mothers were invited to attend as our esteemed guests.

Darling daughters performed a song in celebration of their strong mothers.

Precious children presented their parents with gifts we provided
to show appreciation.

A breathtaking set up for beautiful souls.

Roses and gifts were given to convey gratitude.

Rugged
Rock Climbers
“Tolerance and
compassion are active,
not passive states, born
of the capacity to listen,
to observe and to respect
others.”
- Indira Gandhi

MWL was excited to host a rock-climbing event for young
working women in Kansas City this month. Daring donors and
staff alike joined in celebrating feminine strength by scaling
walls side by side. It was a pleasure to network and connect
for work and play, and we feel blessed to have such an
extensive family of supporters.

Together, we can move mountains and change
the world.
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Sisters in strength pull
themselves up and encourage
each other to reach higher.

Courage is a comfort inspired by
good company.

Rohingya Fire Relief

"Fight for the things that you care
about, but do it in a way that will lead
others to join you."

- Ruth Bader Ginsburg
On March 8th a deadly fire broke out in the largest refugee
camp in the world in Bangladesh. Cox’s Bazaar, home to
around 900,000 Rohingya refugees, saw a fire that killed at
least one child and left around 2,000 people homeless yet
again.

Our valued volunteers surveyed and supplied resilient refugees with support.

Mercy Without Limits was informed of this tragedy and took
action quickly – alerting our family of staff and donors and
organizing relief efforts for these families that have faced
consistent tribulation since being forced to flee their homes
years ago. With the help of our generous donors, the MWL
team in Bangladesh was able to distribute necessities and
provide shelter to refugees affected by the disaster.

Families were left with little yet again – but with the help of our
donors we were able to aid them.

Staff were eager to pack and provide much-needed supplies.

Food boxes will last families for weeks as they recover.

Your donations brought resources to the Rohingya in their time of need.

Ramadan
Ready!
“Carry out a random act of
kindness, with no expectation of
reward, safe in the knowledge that
one day someone might do the
same for you.”
- Princess Diana

Food Baskets for
Families in Need
With the help of our generous network of donors, last
Ramadan Mercy Without Limits was able to provide
4,352 food baskets to widows and orphans across
numerous countries. We couldn’t have done it without
dedicated donors like you!

We’re in awe of the wonderful women on our global team.

This year, we’ve already begun distributing food baskets
to families facing hardship. Food baskets will be
supplied to families across several countries, including
Syria, Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Sierra Leone and Yemen. Our food baskets provide
enough provisions to last a family for the entire month!

Together we made a difference, and together we will continue to.

Uplifting Orphans
with Optimism
Sponsoring an orphan makes such a
monumental difference to a child who has lost a
parent or both parents and needs assistance to
continue to grow and develop, both physically
and psychologically. Mercy Without Limits’
Orphan Sponsorship program is one of our most
well-known projects, as it is so vital, yet often a
cause that is overlooked by the global
community.

“We were scared, but our fear was
not as strong as our courage.”
- Malala Yousafzai

Witnessing joy with these young orphan women is wonderous.

Last Ramadan, our generous donors took the initiative,
and we received 863 new orphan sponsorships during the
Holy Month. Throughout the entire year these children
have been cared for, and brought one year closer to
adulthood with safety and supplies.

Enjoying education keeps them excited to learn and achieve.

In the spirit of new beginnings and making beneficial
changes, Mercy Without Limits hopes to bring even more
orphans assistance this year. We provide basic
necessities, school supplies and education to an orphan
on our donors’ behalf, giving the children a sense of
security and stability as they receive consistent support.
Thank you for being a part of aiding a child on their
journey to adulthood, and enabling them to aspire and
achieve.

This year we are excited to delight our orphans once again with Eid gifts in
time for the holiday.

Water Wellness

"To bring about change,
you must not be afraid to
take the first step."

- Rosa Parks

One major movement that we would like to shine a light
on this Ramadan is bringing clean water to displaced and
underserved communities. Many of our generous donors
have been blessed to take part in this crucial cause, and
we hope they know the extent of our gratitude. Last year,
our donors provided to build 316 water wells, which
included 301 tube water wells and 15 deep water wells.
You are the reason that families who’ve struggled through
disaster and conflict now have access to fresh water to
clean and consume.

These families now face one fewer worry – thanks to your donation!

Our capable supporters always come through with their
contributions. This Ramadan, we will be bringing more
wells to communities in need of clean water in multiple
countries. They’ve filled their pools of blessing by
providing in a way that restores health, hygiene and hope.

They’ll be collecting clear, consumable water to refresh and rehydrate for
years to come.

UPDATES AND RAMADAN
REMINDERS!
Crunching the numbers
We are excited to announce that our website now
features a Zakat calculator. Take a moment to try it out –
we offer a variety of program options for your Zakat,
along with a general Zakat donation option.

Your work may be more
rewarding than you think Many employers take part in corporate donation
programs, where they will match an employee's
contributions to charity causes. Check with your
company and see if your donation could be matched –
and it will be free blessing on your behalf!
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.”
- Helen Keller
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CONTACT US
We would love to hear from you. Let us know what you would like to see more of
- your feedback is especially important to us.
Email us at info@mercywithoutlimits.org

